Associations of metabolic, inflammatory and oxidative stress markers with total morbidity and multi-morbidity in a large cohort of older German adults.
imbalances in metabolic, inflammatory and redox homeostasis play an important role in the leading theories of age-related morbidity, but no large-scale epidemiological study has been conducted so far assessing their associations with total morbidity and multi-morbidity in the same model. analyses were conducted in 2,547 participants of an established population-based cohort study from Germany. The participants' median age was 70 years (range: 57-84) and 51.9% were women. End points were total somatic morbidity and multi-morbidity, assessed by the Cumulative Illness Rating Scale-Geriatric version. overall, 251 study participants had multi-morbidity (9.9%). Except for the redox marker 'total thiol levels of proteins', all other assessed metabolic (obesity, diabetes, dyslipidaemia and hypertension), inflammatory (C-reactive protein) and oxidative stress markers (derivatives of reactive oxygen metabolites) were significantly associated with total somatic morbidity and multi-morbidity if assessed individually. If modelled jointly, effect estimates were attenuated but remained statistically significant for the outcome 'total morbidity' and for low weight, obesity, insufficiently controlled diabetes and derivatives of reactive oxygen metabolites with respect to the outcome 'multi-morbidity'. results from this large sample of older adults support hypotheses that relate imbalances in metabolic, inflammatory and redox homeostasis to age-related morbidity. Despite over adjustment for closely related metabolic, inflammatory and oxidative stress conditions in the full model, independent associations of the markers with total morbidity and/or multi-morbidity were observed. Therefore, adverse metabolic, inflammatory and oxidative stress conditions may all play important roles in the pathogenesis of age-related morbidity, which should be investigated further in future longitudinal studies.